In this paper, we promote the packet function (e.g., packet size) -aware extension of the Dijkstra algorithm (i.e., PFA_SPF) as a base algorithm where any routing protocol can evolve it and integrate it with appropriate routing metrics. In particular, we propose a generic algorithm for packet function-aware path setup for multi-hop networks. The algorithm is based on a generic and novel extension of the classical Dijkstra algorithm in which the cost of each link is a non-negative-valued function of packet parameter(s) (e.g., packet size) rather than a scalar value. The algorithm minimizes the sum of the cost functions (e.g., total transmission delay or total energy consumption) experienced by each packet (e.g., maximizing the throughput) from the source to the destination node. We did initial analysis based on simulation of the algorithm for various random multi-hop wireless networks (e.g., 802.11), utilizing realistic link delay models. Finally, we demonstrate the initial significant potential performance improvements of our algorithm over the existing prior art.
Introduction
Multi-hop wireless and wired networks and associated protocols are widely used and studied for various applications for residential, military, and emergency networking .
Wireless network types
Depending on the deployment scenario, wireless networks can be mobile or static. Accordingly, these networks can exhibit a wide range of characteristics in terms of connectivity, delay, bandwidth, and topology over time.
On one hand, static multi-hop wireless mesh networks got significant attention due to various commercial deployments such as residential multi-hop wireless networks (e.g., among residents or within a resident) or community wireless networks [14, 46, [50] [51] [52] . In this case, mostly the network nodes/user equipment are static or minimally mobile. On the other extreme, some wireless networks may not have continuous network connectivity due to the mobility and/or extreme conditions of the environment so that even the well-known ad hoc routing protocols such as AODV [75] and DSR [76] do not work well. Such networks in the literature are called delaytolerant networks [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . These networks range from terrestrial mobile networks and military ad hoc networks to deep space communications. The overall routing/path setup is based on store-and-forward routing so that the data is incrementally stored and forwarded over the network until it eventually reaches the intended destination.
Even though the results of this paper apply both static and mobile networks (including the delay-tolerant networks), the basic network model used in this paper is from an experimental static wireless network deployment and the simulations in this paper are based on this network model. Therefore, the initial focus and motivation of the findings of this paper is towards static wireless networks.
Packet size distributions
Applications, such as File Download, VoIP, and Video on Demand, generate diverse packet sizes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For instance, a file download application mostly utilizes the maximum transmission unit (MTU) (e.g., 1500 bytes), to maximize the throughput, whereas Voice over IP (VoIP) applications generate smaller packets of about 200 bytes in size to minimize the delay. In other words, it is observed that there is diversity in the packet size distribution over the Internet, and the amount of traffic with small packet sizes is significant.
Wireless MAC layer challenges and solutions
There is a vast number of MAC layer wireless protocols designed for specific applications differing from each other in various aspects. However, in almost all the cases, there is a MAC layer overhead time per packet transmission resulting from various protocol implementation details. As an example, 802.11 inherits such MAC layer overhead time as shown in [16, 19, 21] .
802.11 with multiple data transmission rates is known to assign a fair chance to each link to access the channel. Therefore, the throughput achieved on each contending link, regardless of its data transmission rate, may end up being the same low rate (i.e., max-min fair rate), which is even lower than that of the slowest contending link in the network. This effect, which is generally called the harmonic mean effect of 802.11, significantly reduces the overall network throughput. Various research papers studied this anomaly of 802.11 and other interferencelimited multi-hop networks, as in [14, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 25] .
Liu et al. [17] and Korakis et al. [18] propose and implement a novel cooperative MAC layer mechanism attempting to solve the 802.11 throughput problem mentioned earlier.
Dunn et al. [19] propose to set the MTU value of an 802.11 link based on the corresponding data transmission rate to increase the overall throughput while providing a proportional-like fairness rather than max-min type fairness among the contending links in the network.
In [22] , VoIP packets are aggregated to minimize the MAC layer overhead of the system while still meeting the delay requirements.
Channel assignment in multi-channel wireless networks (e.g., 802.11/WiFi) is also an active area of research where multiple algorithms are devised to assign optimal channels to each link [32] [33] [34] in order to reduce the interference within the network.
Coding techniques and transport layer efforts
There is also research on multi-path routing in wireless networks [8] utilizing coding techniques such as digital fountain codes [9, 10] . Given that a message with k packets is encoded into n packets for transmission, the digital fountain code allows the receiver to recover the original k packets as long as any k out of n packets are received. In such a setup, receiving the packets in order is not a requirement/limitation anymore such that as long as the receiver receives enough number of packets regardless of the order, the original message can be recovered.
Other coding techniques with multicasting is also discussed in various novel research papers [58, 59] where authors designed CodePipe via opportunistic routing and random linear network coding (along with intra-and inter-batch coding) which not only leads to simple coordination among nodes but also increases the multicast throughput.
In addition to the above multi-path and coding techniques, as a transport protocol, TCP-friendly rate control for wired and wireless networks is also studied in various papers [11] [12] [13] , so that the adverse effects of wireless packet losses and out-of-order packet delivery to TCP can be avoided while still avoiding the congestion collapse in the network. In fact, both the coding techniques as well as TCP-friendly transport layer solutions above can be integrated for an end-to-end reliable and TCP-friendly rate control.
Related work
In this section, we provide an overview on the related work covering MAC and routing layer solutions for wireless mesh networking.
Routing metrics and protocols
Depending on the optimization objective of the path setup algorithm, and the related MAC layer protocol characteristics, the link cost metrics can be a function of the packet characteristics, link transmission rates, hop count, link packet loss rates, and MAC layer overhead parameters rather than fixed scalar values. In [46] , a set of route metrics are compared in static as well as mobile network scenarios, namely, hop count, per-hop round trip time [47] , expected transmission count [44] , and per-hop packet pair delay [48] .
One of the basic metrics being used in wired as well as wireless networks is the hop count. However, it does not take into account any delay, bandwidth, and packet loss rate and characteristics and may end up with non-optimal paths.
Expected transmission count metric (ETX) is presented and demonstrated in [44, 45] that selects paths which minimize the expected number of transmissions. ETX method requires a periodic broadcast of probes in both direction of a wireless link and computes the delivery ratio (over a sliding window) to calculate the expected transmission count (i.e., ETX = 1/(delivery ratio_ f × delivery ratio_r) where the delivery ratio_ f /r refers each direction of the wireless link. In this method, the probe packet sizes are fixed and not representing the real traffic packet size mix and they are mostly transmitted at the network basic rate. Therefore, in the ETX model, the packet size as well as the different transmission rates are not included in the model.
On the other hand, ETT improves ETX via taking into account the differences in link transmission rates such as ETT = ETX × S/B where S is the packet size of the probe chosen and B is the estimated bandwidth of the link. Another improvement of ETT over ETX is that ETX would prefer a heavily congested link (which has lower loss rates) over a lightly congested link (which has a higher loss rate). Introducing the throughput metric into its cost calculation, ETT aims to address this issue.
However, ETT still uses fixed size of the probe (for data packets) and specifies the cost metric accordingly and does not mention any packet function (or packet size) -dependent path setup.
A medium time metric (MTM)-based method, which is studied in [23, 24] , minimizes the end-to-end transmission delay of a packet. The model to calculate the metric is similar to the previous ones such that T = (overhead + S/B)/rel where overhead is the per packet overhead of the link and S is the size of the packet and B is the bandwidth of the link. Finally, rel is the reliability index which is the same as the delivery ratio of the packets. In that respect, one can see that MTM = ETX × overhead + ETT. The proposal in the end is to optimize the path setup for 1500-byte packet size only and for some additional reliability metrics. Even though this study took into consideration the packet size, in the end, they have end up optimizing the path setup for 1500-byte packets. However, our initial analysis as well as findings in this paper suggests that indeed packet size is an important parameter to be considered to optimize the path setup. Please note that packet size is just a sample parameter for our algorithm; indeed, it can be any packet function that the network operator may choose to optimize for path setup.
In this paper, we simulated both hop count as well as link metric for 1500 bytes (with respect to our network model which is in alignment with MTM [23] ) in comparison to our proposed metric (e.g., packet function/size) over Dijkstra as well as extended version of Dijkstra algorithm.
As known, many link state routing protocols for wired and wireless networks (e.g., OLSR [29] , OSPF [28, 31] , IS-IS [30] , MCLSR (multi-channel link state routing) [15] , CEDAR (a core-extraction distributed ad hoc routing algorithm) [35] , TILSRP (trust integrated link state routing protocol for wireless sensor networks) [36] ) are taking Dijkstra algorithm as a base and build the protocol on top of it.
Accordingly, various routing metrics are used by these routing protocols. For instance, MR-LQSR (multiradio link-quality source routing-utilizing ETT/WCETT weighted cumulative expected transmission time metric) [49] is another link-state routing protocol. In MR-LQSR [49] , expected transmission time (ETT) of a packet over the link is a function of the loss rate and bandwidth of the link. The authors consider the combination of the MTM [23] and the expected transmission count metric (ETX) [44] as the expected transmission time metric (ETT) and furthermore added a weighted factor for channel diversity which is referred as weighted cumulative expected transmission time metric (WCETT).
Cooperative communications
The fundamentals of the cooperative communications assume a network model with three nodes A, B, and C. A and C have a low throughput link whereas A and B as well as B and C have high throughput links. The cooperative communications suggests using the multi-hop higher throughput links wherever appropriate [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . In a sense, our method proposes an extended idea where the cooperative communications are performed based on a packet function (e.g., packet size) in an optimal way.
As mentioned before, Liu et al. [17] and Korakis et al. [18] propose and implement a novel cooperative MAC layer mechanism to increase the performance of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. In this new proposed MAC, they allow an intermediate helper node to act as a relay whenever it is appropriate. However, the network model they use to decide to use the relay node or not does ignore the MAC layer overhead.
Packet size-aware path setup
In [21] , the authors conducted experiments to measure the transmission delay experienced by packets with different sizes. Based on these measurements, the transmission delay on an 802.11 link is modeled as a function of the MAC overhead time, packet size, and the effective transmission rate, as in [19] and in alignment with [23, 24] .
Furthermore, in [21] , the total transmission delays of alternative paths between a source and destination nodes are compared. It is seen that the optimum path for a packet that maximizes throughput indeed depends on the size of the packet. Note that minimizing the overall transmission delay is equivalent to maximizing the end-to-end throughput, as mentioned by [23, 24] . Next, in [21] , a simple packet size-aware path selection mechanism is implemented as a Linux kernel module utilizing the netfilter framework for a small network, and the corresponding performance is evaluated through various experiments.
However in [21] , the authors do not provide any generic solution for the packet size-aware path setup.
Our contribution
In this paper, we have extended the classical Dijkstra algorithm considering the link costs/metrics are functions of packet and link parameters (e.g., packet size, link rate) to minimize the total cost function (e.g., transmission delay, energy consumption). The algorithm proposed in this paper is a generic algorithm which works for any network (e.g., wired or wireless) as long as the cost functions of the links are non-negative valued. In this paper, we not only devise such an algorithm but also simulate the algorithm for packet size-aware path setup over a basic 802.11-based multi-hop wireless network model as an initial example and demonstrate the significant potential performance improvements of our algorithm over the existing prior art (i.e., minimum hop-based path selection and path optimized for 1500 bytes).
The aim of this paper is to present an interesting and novel idea extending the classical path setup algorithms and trigger additional investigation on this subject. In other words, in this paper, we are not proposing a complete routing protocol; instead, we are showing the potential of a packet function-aware path setup algorithm as an extension to Dijkstra over a basic fundamental network model. Our proposal in this paper is to promote the packet function-aware extension of the Dijkstra algorithm as a base algorithm where any appropriate routing protocol can evolve and integrate it (with other routing metrics discussed above) and build on top of it. Therefore, in this paper, it does not make sense to compare our extension to Dijkstra Algorithm to full-fledged routing protocols. As a future work, we are considering to build a routing protocol based on the PFA_SPF and compare it with the existing routing protocols through simulations as well as experiments over real deployments.
It is important to note that the sole focus of this paper is the network layer performance optimization. The performance interactions with higher layer protocols (e.g., transport layer protocols TCP, UDP, or application layer protocols) are outside the scope of this paper and left as a future work. Especially, TCP performance may be adversely affected by out-of-order packet delivery since our method can generate multiple paths for a single TCP connection.
In addition to that as mentioned in the previous section, there are various research on TCP-friendly rate control techniques along with multi-path and digital fountain type codes (for applications from file downloads to Voice and Video). This overall networking solution does not require in-order delivery of packets to the receiver. Therefore, as an example, the PFA_SPF algorithm can easily be utilized in such network models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 presents the proposed algorithm. Section 4 discusses a sample network model. Section 5 presents the simulation results of the proposed algorithm where the packet parameter is the packet size and the objective is to minimize the total transmission delay over various randomly generated networks. Section 6 concludes the paper and mentions the potential future work.
The packet function-aware shortest-path first (PFA_SPF) algorithm
In this section, we propose an algorithm that finds the shortest path between a source node and all the other nodes in the network for all possible values of the related packet parameter (e.g., packet size). The algorithm is a novel extension of the Dijkstra's algorithm (see [26] and [27] ) that originally assumes scalar link costs. However, our algorithm assumes the cost of each link to be a non-negative-valued function of some packet parameter such as packet size. We call our algorithm "packet function-aware shortest-path first algorithm" (PFA_SPF).
The algorithm solves any shortest-path computation problem in which the link costs are non-negative-valued functions of a packet attribute or some other networkrelated attribute rather than scalars. Any routing protocol based on our extended version of Dijkstra algorithm (PFA_SPF) can decide on the cost metrics (e.g., it could be packet size-based delay or energy consumption) and add other dimensions to the cost (e.g., loss rate, channel state) and use an evolved version of the algorithm to be able to realize a dynamic and optimized path setup.
In the original Dijkstra algorithm, a shortest-path tree is constructed from a source node to all the other nodes in the network. The PFA_SPF algorithm presented in this study possibly generates multiple shortest-path trees that are associated to a packet parameter (e.g., packet size) range. The shortest-path trees as well as the related packet parameter ranges are computed in the PFA_SPF algorithm.
Let G be the graph composed of a set of nodes V and a set of links L connecting the nodes. Let node S ∈ V be the node from which the shortest-path trees to all other nodes in the network are computed.
We describe the algorithm as a function x, which can be any packet parameter, such as packet size. Let I(x a , x b ) denote the interval on the real line, i.e., [x a , x b ).
Let P(x) be the set of permanently labeled nodes as a function of x. Please note that the domain of the function P(x) is an interval on the real line (e.g., [0, 1500) bytes when x represents packet size), whereas the range of the function is set of set of nodes. As an example:
where the set of nodes A, B, . . . , Z do not have to be mutually exclusive; that is, any two sets can share a node (for instance, a 1 can be equal to b 2 ).
The function P(x) has a property such that if
Let D j (x) be the distance from node j to node S as a function of x. Let D(x) be the vector of distances from all the nodes in set V to the node S as a function of x; i.e.,
be the array of link costs as a function of x for all the links in L in the network; i.e.,
Let NH j (x) be the next-hop node for node j as a function of x. Let NH(x) be the vector of next-hop nodes for all the nodes as a function of x. Basically, the vector of such nexthop nodes specifies the spanning trees from node S to all other nodes in the network as a function of x.
When the domain of any of the above functions, say f (x), is restricted to I(x a , x b ), it is denoted as f (I(x a , x b ) ). For instance, the function P(x) for any interval such as
The PFA_SPF algorithm can be described as one initialization stage and two functions recursively calling each other.
The detailed description of the algorithm is as follows.
Detailed description of the algorithm

Initialization:
• Let the largest interval be I(x 0 , x m ).
•
is the set of neighbor nodes of S.
• Call find_minimum_distance function with parameters:
find_minimum_distance function with parameters:
• Find the node(s) that has the minimum distance to node S for the interval I(x a , x b ):
where {i 1 , i 2 , . . . . . . , i n } are the nodes that have the minimum distance to node S in intervals
• Let x 0 = x a and x n = x b .
• For k = 1 to n -Add the minimum distance nodes to the permanently labeled sets:
-If the permanently labeled set consists of all the nodes in the network, then exit the function; i.e., if P(I(x a , x b )) = V , then exit the function. -Update the next-hop entries for new intervals for all the nodes h ∈ V in the network:
-Call update_nexthop_distances function with parameters:
update_nexthop_distances function with parameters:
• Update all the distances to the source node for the nodes that are not in the permanently labeled set: For all node(s) j / ∈ P (I(x a , x b ) ),
Here, the points p 0 , . . . , p m , q 0 , . . . , q n define a partitioning of the interval I(x a , x b ) such that for each p i , there exists a q j , except for some which are equal to the end points x a and x b . Let Y j = {y 0 = x a , y 1 , . . . , y n+m+1 = x b } be the ordered set of these points for node j.
• Update the next-hop node entries:
the ordered set all partition points for all nodes j / ∈ P (I(x a , x b ) ). As can be seen, the proposed algorithm implements a recursive method in which the find_minimum_distance function calls the update_nexthop_distancesfunction and vice versa. The stopping criterion for the algorithm is P (I(x a , x b )) = V in the find_minimum_distance function; i.e., the algorithm stops when the permanently labeled set for the interval I(x a , x b ) spans to the entire set of nodes in the network.
The complexity of the original Dijkstra algorithm is O(|V | 2 ) in the worst case (see [27] ). In comparison to the Dijkstra algorithm, the complexity of the PFA_SPF algorithm is O(|I| × |V | 2 ) in the worst case where |I| is the maximum number of identified subintervals, such as packet size-based subintervals in case of packet size-aware cost functions. Note that this is the worst case complexity since the PFA_SPF algorithm finds the common shortestpath tree until the next subinterval is identified. Then, the algorithm adds the new shortest-path tree for the new subintervals and continues until the next subinterval leads to a new tree or the stop condition of the algorithm is met. In other words, the algorithm may find different number of subintervals for each node separately, so |I| being the maximum is a worst case bound. However, intuitively, the average number of subintervals over the nodes would give a better estimation on the complexity.
The value of |I| depends not only on the topology of the network including the number of nodes |V | and the number of links |L| but also on the link cost functions. However, to have an idea on the complexity of the algorithm through empirical data obtained via our simulations over 4000 random network topologies, one can refer to Fig. 10 which shows the average number of paths vs. network size. As can be seen in the figure, the average number of paths or the average number of subintervals is from 1.5 to 2.3 over 4000 random networks of 20 to 80 nodes. This clearly indicates that the complexity of the PFA_SPF algorithm is at most 2.3 times that of the Dijkstra algorithm for ensemble of 4000 random networks.
The explicit formulation of the upper bounds to the worst case complexity of the algorithm with respect to the link cost function types, the number of nodes (|V |), and links (|L|) is left as a future work.
Notice that the PFA_SPF algorithm is optimal since it is equivalent to the Dijkstra algorithm by construction. One way to prove this is to fix the value of the packet parameter in question (e.g., packet size) in the PFA_SPF algorithm to obtain the Dijkstra algorithm optimized for that packet parameter value. The PFA_SPF algorithm can be seen as a generalization of the Dijkstra algorithm for arbitrary link cost functions.
In the next section, we simulate the PFA_SPF algorithm over randomly generated networks.
Sample network model
In this paper, as a sample network model, we utilize the network model in [19, 21] (in alignment with [16, 24] ), which is based on experimentation and analysis of multihop 802.11 network deployments where all the nodes in the network are in the same contention neighborhood. Note that our algorithm is not limited to this network model; the reason to choose this network model is to present the potential benefits of our algorithm over a basic and fundamental setup.
In addition to that, in real-life deployments, there are various scenarios (as discussed in the "Introduction" section) where a larger network is divided into relatively smaller number of nodes on a single channel where the links of the same channel can stay in the same contention neighborhood.
Delay and throughput model
As in [19, 21] , the transmission delay of a packet over link i with size P is modeled approximately as
where θ i is the MAC layer overhead time, and b i is the effective transmission rate for link i.
Please note that the MTM of [24] that is discussed in the earlier sections (i.e., T = (overhead + S/B)/rel) is very similar to the model above where only variable rel (i.e., reliability or the delivery ratio) is not explicitly represented in the model above. However, since 1/rel is a coefficient, through measurements, it is represented by the overall model through measurements.
The throughput T i (P) of a flow on a single 802.11 link is assumed as follows:
Considering the harmonic mean effect of 802.11 (in other words, the long-term fair-channel access behavior of the contending 802.11 wireless links), the throughput of a flow traversing multiple 802.11 links is assumed as
Equations (1), (2), and (3) assume that packet sizes are equal to P.
Please note that Eq. (3) is validated in [21] through real 802.11 multi-hop experimentation for up to four nodes. In this paper, we use this model over simulations with increased network size. As our proposed PFA_SPF algorithm is not specific to 802.11 or any other MAC layer protocol, we believe that using Eq. (3) above for increased network sizes in our simulations in this paper is sufficient to present not only the functionality but also the potential benefits of our algorithm. As mentioned previously, our aim in this paper is to present an interesting and novel idea extending the classical path setup algorithms and trigger additional investigation on this subject.
Validation of the model
To validate this model, in [21] , the authors performed various experiments to estimate parameters such as the overhead time θ i and effective bit rate b i for each transmission rate.
Based on the estimations in [21] , the delays, d x (in milliseconds), to send a packet with size P (in bytes) for an 802.11 link with transmission rates 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps are as follows In [21] , multi-hop path performance measurements to validate the above model are conducted and verified. The transport protocol that was used in the experiments for devising the above network model was UDP (with infinite demand) over single and multi-hop paths. The size of the packets belonging to this traffic is kept constant throughout each experiment. However, TCP-based experiments for validation of the model along with the benefits have been conducted as well (see [21] for details).
Simulation results
In this section, we present the analyzed scenarios as well as the simulation results of the proposed path setup algorithm over various network topologies for the random networks defined in Section 4. We have used the sample network model of this paper that we have obtained via real deployment setup experimentations and extended it via simulations. The link cost metrics are chosen to be the transmission delay as a function of the packet size as well as effective bit rate and overhead time as defined in Section 4. In these simulations, we compute the PFA_SPF algorithm and find possibly multiple shortest-path trees from the source node to all other nodes in the network where each tree is optimized for an optimum packet size interval. Based on these packet size intervals, we compute the throughput gain of the algorithm based on our sample network model with respect to the minimum hop count metric as well as the method optimized just for 1500 bytes. The simulations presented in this paper is developed using Python programming language.
A sample network
In this example, we trace the PFA_SPF algorithm step by step for a sample three-node network. We consider the topology in Fig. 1 with three links with rates A = B = 5.5 Mbps and C = 2 Mbps.
From (4), the transmission delays for the 2-Mbps and 5.5-Mbps links are as follows:
where x is the packet size in bytes. As noted before, the transmission delay of a link is considered to be the link cost.
The steps of the PFA_SPF algorithm can be traced for this network as follows: 
Initialization:
• Assuming MTU is 1500 bytes, the overall interval is I(0, 1500).
• P (I(0, 1500) {S}, for I(0, 1500) .
• Call function find_minimum_distance with parameters:
find_minimum_distance:
• Find the nodes that have minimum distance to node S for I(0, 1500): • The nodes that are not in the permanently labeled set:
j / ∈ P(I(0, 1500)) = {2}.
• For node 2, update the distances to the source node: • The sorted set of points is {0, 546.6, 1500}.
• Call the function find_minimum_distance with parameters: • minF j / ∈P(I(546.6,1500))={2} {D 2 (I(546.6, 1500))} = D 2 (I(546.6, 1500)) • P(I(546.6, 1500)) = P(I(546.6, 1500))∪{2} = {S, 1, 2}
• Because P(I(546.6, 1500)) = V , this function stops here.
As can be seen after all the functions have stopped, the next hops are as follows: NH 1 (I(0, 1500)) = {S} and NH 2 (I(0, 546.6)) = {S} and NH 2 (I(546.6, 1500)) = {1} Based on this result, there are two shortest-path trees generated by the algorithm as shown in Fig. 2 .
Thus, node S will send all the packets with size in [0, 546.6) with respect to the tree in Fig. 2a; i.e., packets destined to nodes 1 and 2 will go through the direct link. However, node S will send a packet of size in [546.6, 1500) using the shortest-path tree in Fig. 2b . In other words, a packet of size between 546.6 and 1500 that originated from node S and is destined to node 2 must traverse node 1.
In the next subsections, we have simulated the PFA_SPF algorithm over various networks. The throughput performance of PFA_SPF algorithm is compared with alternative path setup mechanisms including minimizing the hop count and optimizing with respect to a packet size of 1500 bytes. -path tree for a I(0, 546.6) and b I(546.6, 1500) Figure 3 shows a nine-node tandem sample network over which we have simulated the PFA_SPF algorithm.
Tandem nine-node network
The transmission rate of the wireless link between any nodes i and j above is 11 Mbps if the nodes are one hop apart, 5.5 Mbps if they are two hops apart, 2 Mbps if they are three hops apart, and 1 Mbps if they are four hops apart. For the nodes that are more than four hops apart, there is no wireless link.
The simulation of PFA_SPF algorithm for the network in Fig. 3 generates the next-hop node entries NH 1 (x) and distance functions for each node, as tabulated in Table 1 .
The path setup mechanism minimizing the hop count results in the next-hop entries NH 2 (x) as shown in Table 1 . In addition, a path setup mechanism that is optimized with respect to a packet size of 1500 bytes generates the next-hop entries NH 3 (x).
Throughput gains of the PFA_SPF algorithms over the minimum hop Dijkstra algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm with a fixed packet size of 1500 bytes are shown in Fig. 4 . The average throughput gain over the minimum hop Dijkstra algorithm is up to 70 % and increases as the packet size grows. The maximum throughput gain is up to 130 % and is even more significant. The throughput gain over the Dijkstra algorithm with a fixed packet size of 1500 bytes is only significant when the packet size is less than 400 bytes. It provides up to 25 and 60 % gains for average and maximum throughputs, respectively.
Random networks
In this section, we generate random networks with various node sizes over a circular area in which the nodes are distributed randomly.
The range-to-rate mapping for the wireless links in the networks is based on the range-to-rate values presented in [23, 24] , which are tabulated in Table 2 . Table 1 The results of algorithms for tandem nine-node network An example of a random network of 30 nodes is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the center node is indicated by a circle, and that the rest of the nodes are indicated with cross marks. Figure 6 shows the link rates between each pair of nodes for this network.
For those nodes that are separated by more than 796 m, there is no link possible. Consequently, there is no guarantee that a randomly generated network will be connected; i.e., each node can be reached from another one by a connection path. We exclude those networks that are not connected from our discussion. For this particular example, the PFA_SPF algorithm generated the paths and overall distance functions from each node to the center node, as shown in Table 3 .
As the packet size increases, the algorithm favors the paths with higher MAC layer overhead time but with higher overall transmission rates. The nodes that are far away from the center node are more likely to have more than one path than the ones closer to the center node. Figure 7 shows this phenomenon clearly for various network sizes.
To obtain the plots in this section, we generated 1000 connected random networks for each network size.
For nodes with multiple paths, the intervals are partitioned at small packet sizes; in the earlier particular example, there are 10 partition points: 25.0, 58.6, 62.9, 161.5, 277.4, 365.2, 411.3, 468.5, 545.7, and 546.7. This partitioning is also observable in the general case, as shown in Fig. 8 for 80-node randomly generated networks.
Another interesting metric is the number of paths per node for various network sizes. As it can be seen in Fig. 9 , as the network becomes more crowded, the number of paths for a node increases because the number of alternative paths increases. In Fig. 10 , the average number of paths for a node shows this trend more clearly. The performance of the PFA_SPF algorithm is simulated along with the minimum hop Dijkstra algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm with fixed packet size of 1500 bytes. The average throughput gains of the PFA_SPF algorithm over these algorithms are shown in Fig. 11 . As seen in Fig. 11 , the average gains of our solution over the minimum hop count method and the Dijkstra algorithm optimized for 1500 bytes are computed as up to more than 100 and 30 %, respectively. The throughput average is taken over all nodes, except the center node, for an ensemble of 1000 random networks. These plots show that the performance of the fixed packet size Dijkstra algorithm is almost identical to the PFA_SPF algorithm large packet sizes around 1500 bytes, and that the PFA_SPF algorithm provides modest gains for small packet sizes. Except for very small packet sizes, the PFA_SPF algorithm provides better performance than does the minimum hop Dijkstra algorithm, because the latter ignores the MAC layer overheads and link rates. Figure 12 shows the average of the maximum gains for a network at a particular packet size. The maximum gains are computed for all nodes of a network, except the center node, and then those maximum values are averaged over 1000 randomly generated networks. The gains of our solution over the minimum hop count method and the Dijkstra algorithm optimized for 1500 bytes are computed as up to 300 and 100 %, respectively.
In extreme cases, the PFA_SPF algorithm can provide even larger throughput gains, as indicated in Fig. 13 . Here, we compute the maximum gains for an ensemble of 1000 networks at a particular packet size. Our generic solution outperforms the minimum hop count method and the Dijkstra algorithm optimized for 1500 bytes by up to 450 and 250 %, respectively. Note that some curves are not visible because they overlap with other curves. Figure 14 shows the normalized histogram of nodes vs. the percentage of the throughput gain over the Dijkstra algorithm with fixed packet size of 1500 bytes. When the packet size is large, the histogram is accumulated around 0 because most nodes do not have any significant throughput gain. As the packet size gets smaller, the histogram gets wider and flatter because more nodes have throughput gain. The means of these histograms are the same as the corresponding average throughput gains shown in Fig. 11 . Likewise, Fig. 15 shows the normalized histogram of nodes vs. the percentage of the throughput gain over the minimum hop Dijkstra algorithm. In contrast to Fig. 14 , the histogram gets wider and flatter, as the packet size gets larger. Thus, the higher gains of the PFA_SPF algorithm occur for larger packet sizes as shown in Fig. 11 .
Conclusions
The focus of this paper is to present a novel and generic extension of the classical Dijkstra path setup algorithm for multi-hop networks where the link costs are not scalar but a function of packet parameters such as packet size. As can be seen in the algorithm statement, there is no assumption of any specific network model. That is, the algorithm is not limited to a specific MAC layer, physical layer, or a network model. In fact, the algorithm can be used both in multi-hop wired and wireless networks.
In this paper, we aim to present the basic novel algorithm as well as the benefits of the algorithm over a fundamental and basic network model and compare it with the most used classical base path setup metrics: hop count and optimized for only 1500 bytes. The results show the significant potential benefits for the future routing protocols leveraging and integrating such a packet size-aware path setup algorithm. In particular, we simulated the algorithm for the packet size-aware path setup that we show to significantly improve the overall performance with respect to the prior work.
The effect of the proposed path setup mechanism presented in this paper on the performance of higher layer protocols, such as transport layer protocols, in particular TCP, is known and left as a future work. Especially, TCP performance getting adversely affected by out-of-order packet delivery is within the scope of the future work of this study as our method can generate multiple paths for a single TCP connection.
However, as mentioned in the introduction part of the paper, there are various research on TFRC (TCP-friendly rate control) with multi-path routing protocols along with the coding techniques (e.g., digital fountain codes) where our proposed method/algorithm in this paper can be an integral part of the solution. In such solutions, the adverse effects of wireless packet losses and out-of-order packet delivery to the TFRC-based transport protocol are eliminated while still avoiding the congestion collapse in the network.
Even though in this paper, we have done an initial analysis based on a real but relatively small network. As a future work, we plan to experiment and simulate with larger networks along with other 802.11 standards such as 802.11 n/g/a and to model the link delay and throughput along with the larger packet sizes, such as Jumbo frames. In addition, we plan to design and implement a complete routing protocol minimizing the total transmission delay and/or the total energy consumption based on the proposed generic algorithm and test it over real network deployments along with extensive simulations.
